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Big Ed's Craft Ale Brew Kits 
 

The secrets of a perfect brew revealed ….. 
 

Now you're the proud owner of this wonderful beer kit, you're probably in a rush to brew some beer.  If 

so, you might just be tempted to ignore these instructions until after you've got your hands on the 

interesting bits! 

 

Please don't!  Consider this......  Most beers are made with similar ingredients.  The difference between 

an average beer and an outstanding beer lies not so much in the ingredients as in the process you follow.  

 

We have spent years refining a process that ensures fantastic end results. 

 

So … please … take some time to read all this boring stuff before you start boiling pans of water!  You'll 

know it was worthwhile when you take that first sip of your own amazing home-brewed craft ale. 

 
If at any point, when working through these instructions, you have a query or run into a small problem not 

explained herein please look at the FAQs section of our website (http://craftalekits.com/pages/faqs) for 

further advice.  Aspects of the instructions about which queries have previously been raised are marked with 

this symbol . Please submit any further questions you have to craftalekits@gmail.com.  

 

 

BEFORE YOU START:    Health & Safety and Getting Prepared 

During this process you will be bring 13 litres of sugary liquid to the boil.  

You should be confident that your hob will safely support this volume of liquid.  Check 

this by filling it with cold water and ensuring it sits securely on the hob when full.  Also 

ensure you are able to maintain a safe working area around the pan free of trip hazards, 

small children, pets, etc.   

You will make some mess when doing this, try not to do it over a floor that can be 

damaged by liquid spillages.  Mop up immediately. 
 

Leave around 5 hours free for your first brew.  During several periods of the brew you 

will be doing very little (and should be able to find time to do other stuff) but you should 

leave amount this time free until you are confident in the process 

Your instructions come in two documents: These General Brewing Instructions and a 
Recipe Specific Sheet (we supply several recipes which vary some aspects of the general 
brewing process slightly).  Please read both before you start.  We have left gaps in the 
General Brewing Instructions in which you may write the recipe-specific aspects before 
you start if you wish.  

http://craftalekits.com/pages/faqs
mailto:craftalekits@gmail.com
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Brewing Instructions 

Introduction and background to the process 

Making beer involves three major phases - the brew phase, the fermentation phase and bottling phase. 

Phase One – the Brew Phase: comprises four major steps, taking around four hours to complete: 

i. The Mash – in this phase malted grains are steeped in hot water.  This coverts the starches within 

the grains into fermentable sugars and causes them to be released into the water, the resulting 

solution becomes the wort (liquid). 

ii. Sparging – rinsing any remaining sugars from the grains. 

iii. The Boil – the liquid wort is boiled & hops are added to it.  The boiling allows hop oils to be taken up 

by the wort adding bitterness and flavour, it also ensures unpleasant aromas are driven off by 

evaporation and it concentrates desirable flavours and sugars in the wort. 

iv. Cooling – in our case we will simply allow the hot wort to cool to room temperature by removing it 

from the heat and leaving it to stand. 

Phase Two – Fermentation: takes two weeks to complete but requires minimal effort: 

v. Fermentation – yeast is added to the wort which converts its sugars to alcohol – turning it into beer. 

Phase Three - Bottling and Conditioning: requires about 30 minutes of effort and three weeks of patience: 

vi. Bottling & conditioning – after first fermentation has finished, the beer is bottled with a small 

amount of additional sugar.  This sugar is converted to alcohol and carbon dioxide inside a sealed 

bottle.  The trapped CO2 adds fizz to the beer.  Extreme flavours are rounded off during conditioning 

allowing the beer to become more rounded in flavour. 

Up to step iv. cleanliness is important but sanitisation is not since the boiling wort will sanitise everything it 

comes into contact with.  Beyond stage iv. it is important to sanitise everything that comes into contact with 

the wort. 

As noted above, the General Brewing Instructions follow immediately.  You will also have some 

Recipe-Specific Instructions on a separate sheet.  The recipe-specific instructions augment the 

general instructions with recipe-specific variations, such as specific temperatures or times. 

At any point in the General Instructions where you need to refer to Recipe-Specific information 

there will be a numbered circle (e.g. ❶).  There will also be an empty box into which you may 

transfer this information if you wish (e.g. ). 

The ‘Boil Schedule' instructions on the recipe-specific sheet should be at hand when you reach 

the BOIL stage, as these are sometimes detailed. 

Don't worry if you're out by a few minutes or a degree or two centigrade at any point through this recipe. 

Brewing beer from natural ingredients is a very forgiving process and, whilst your version of the beer may 

not end up being exactly like my version of the beer, it will still be great. Relax and have fun! 
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Getting Started 

The first thing to do is to unpack your kit and familiarise yourself with what's inside.  This will help later for 

you to locate the bits you need at each stage, it will also tell you the names we've given to items that help 

remove any ambiguity about which one you should be using! 

The whole kit comes in a large cardboard box - do not throw the box away – you'll be using it later!  

Inside there's a 14L stainless steel brew pan and lid (which we'll always call the brewing-vessel), and a 12.5 

litre white plastic bucket and lid (we'll always call this the fermenting-bucket).  There's also a fine mesh 

drawstring brew bag (which we'll always call the brew-bag). 

Other contents comprise a cork tile (for insulating the bottom of the pan during the mash), a pair of thick 

rubber gloves, one cloth and one scrubber (keep these for brewing purposes only - use the scrubber only 

on the metal pan, the fermenting-bucket should be cleaned gently with the cloth to avoid any scratches), 

two wool insulating blankets - one short and one long. 

There's a glass thermometer along with a wooden clothes peg and rubber band, an airlock and grommet, a 

syphon assembly and a tub of sanitizer. 

Finally there are the 'consumables' or ingredients:  A bag of mixed malted grains, packet(s) of hops & 

possibly other ingredients, a packet of yeast, a packet of brewing sugar and a packet of Irish Moss. 

To check your kit’s contents, a full list of parts can be found in the Appendix. 

First we suggest you assemble your 'thermometer and peg' (diagram on following page) and ensure you 

have the following additional items to hand before you start opening up the ingredients: 

 

In addition to the items supplied in the kit you will need: 

 A relatively accurate measuring jug of at least 1 litre capacity – If you have no jug, use an old 

cleaned milk container of a specified size 

 Saucepan(s), capable of bringing 4 litres of water to 77°C (we'll call these home-pans) 

 A domestic cooker – capable of bring 13.5L of the water to a rolling boil . If you have any doubts 

about your cooker’s ability to do this please check using plain water before you start in on making 

your beer 

 A large slotted spoon or similar  

 Enough bottles to hold 9 litres of beer, and a method of closing them.  The cheapest way to get 

hold of these is to use old carbonated plastic drinks bottles, coke or sparkling water for example.  

Grolsch style spring top bottles are excellent.  Old capped beer bottles can be re-sealed with fresh 

caps and a capping device (available from our web shop)  

 A reliable timer with a countdown function and alarm – your mobile phone should have this 

function 

 A small domestic table-jug of about half pint capacity is useful but not essential 
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Phase One – the Brew Phase – the Mash, the Sparge and the Boil 

This section will require approximately four hours and should be completed in one continuous session. 

The Mash 

Equipment required: 

Brewing-vessel and lid    Slotted spoon 

Fermenting-bucket and lid   Malted grains 

Brew-bag     Cork tile 

Thermometer     Wool blankets 

Wooden clothes peg and rubber band  Timer       

Cardboard box 

 

Preparation 

a. In hot soapy water wash: the brewing-vessel and lid, the fermenting-bucket and lid, the brew-bag, 
the thermometer and a slotted spoon.  NB it is essential to remove any residue of washing up liquid 
as this could affect head formation in your finished beer.  Thoroughly rinse the items in clear water 
at least three times to ensure all traces of detergent are removed. 

b. Attach the thermometer to the wooden clothes peg using an elastic band, so that it can be clipped 

 to the side of the brewing-vessel. 

c. Refer to ❶ for any additional steps to be taken here.   

 

Method  

Bring 9.5 litres of water to the specified strike temperature ❷ in 

the 14L brewing-vessel, measuring this with the thermometer 

provided.  If you have an on-call combi boiler it can save a great 

deal of time to use hot water from the tap, though this is 

probably not a good idea if you have a hot water tank.  To make 

taking the temperature easier attach the thermometer to a clean 

wooden clothes peg using a rubber band and clip the peg onto 

the rim of the brewing-vessel (picture below).  

1. Once you have reached the specified mash temperature turn 

off the heat (and remove from the hot hob if using a standard 

electric stove).  Remove the thermometer. 

2. Place the brew-bag into the brewing-vessel and pull the 

drawstring tight around the outside of the brewing-vessel's 

rim, such that the brew-bag billows around and lines the 

inside of the pan.  Re-attach the thermometer. 
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3. Slowly empty your malted grains into the brew-bag, 
which should now contain much of the hot water. 
Gently stir to avoid clumping.  A good way to 
achieve this is to divide the grain between several 
large, dry, wide-mouthed jugs or pans.  These can 
be used to pour in the dry malt whilst your other 
hand stirs the water. 

4. The wort temperature should fall specified mash 
temperature ❷ in a couple of minutes.   

If the temperature is more than a degree low apply 
some heat from the hob (make sure to keep stirring 
at the bottom of the pan when you do this to 
prevent the brew-bag burning).  If the temperature 
is a little high stir in a small cup of cold water to 
bring it down. 

5. Place the cork tile inside the box.  Put the lid on the brewing-
vessel, carefully move it on to the cork tile.  Wrap the long thin 
wool cool blanket around the pan – position things so that the 
ends of the blanket overlap and are held in place between the 
outside of the pan and the inside of the box.  Place the shorter 
wool blanket, folded approximately in half, on top of the pan. 
Try to make sure there are no gaps between the blankets where 
thermal bridging could take place and then put the top of the 
box on, to further insulate the pan.  NB ensure nothing here 
causes a fire risk.  Your aim is to limit the temperature drop to 
between 1⁰C and 2⁰C over the following 1 hour period.  

6. Leave the brewing-vessel and its contents to mash for 1 hour - but set a timer for 50 minutes.  This is a 
good time to carry out any preparations specified in the recipe specific instructions ❶ 
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The Sparge 

Additional equipment required:    Home-pans with a total capacity of 4 litres 

Preparation: When your alarm chimes, 10 mins from the end of the mash hour, bring 4 litres of water to 

77°C in home-pans. 

Method 

1. At the end of the hour (using the gloves provided) carefully 

remove the brew-bag of grains from the wort and squeeze as 

much of the wort from the grains as possible back into the 

brewing-vessel (picture).  NB You will need to repeatedly twist 

the neck of the brew-bag in one hand, drawing it tight around 

the grains, whilst squeezing firmly with the other to extract 

sufficient wort. 

2. Place the brew-bag of squeezed grains into the plastic 

fermenting-bucket and secure the draw string around its rim. 

3. Start to re-heat the brewing-vessel full of wort.  This will 

eventually be heated sufficiently for its contents to boil. 

4. Pour the 4 litres of hot water (in the home-pans) over the 

squeezed grains in the fermenting-bucket and bag and gently 

stir. 

5. Cover the fermenting-bucket with its lid and leave to sparge for 10 mins (stir gently every few minutes). 

6. After 10 mins stir gently once more and carefully remove the brew-bag of grains from the fermenting-

bucket, again squeezing as much of the wort from the grains as possible back into the fermenting-

bucket.  Again, you will need to repeatedly twist the neck of the brew-bag in one hand, drawing it tight 

around the grains, whilst squeezing firmly with the other to extract sufficient wort. 

7. Pour the wort from the fermenting-bucket back into the wort in the brewing-vessel, thereby combining 

your two worts.   
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The Boil 

Preparation:  Empty, wash and rinse the brew-bag.  Dispose of the used grains. 

Method 

1. Bring the combined worts to the boil.  

2. It is quicker if you keep the lid on the brewing-vessel until you reach around 95°C – however, beware of 

the dangers of boil over if you don't pay attention, this could be messy and dangerous.  You may find 

that the boiling point, when achieved, is quite sudden and vigorous. 

3. Once a good boil  has been achieved you must be ready to adjust the hotplate or ring controls to 

prevent boil over (if you need to cool it quickly, to prevent boil over, add a little cold water). 

4. Your target is a good vigorous rolling boil, avoiding boil over.  You need to maintain this vigorous rolling 

boil throughout the entire boil period.  Do not boil with the lid on as the boil allows unwanted 

compounds to evaporate from the wort – it is essential to allow this to happen. 

5. During the initial boil a large quantity of foam may be produced on top of your wort. Carefully control 

the temperature of your boiling wort until the foam has largely dissipated – then maintain a vigorous 

rolling boil. 

6. Refer to ❸ for additional steps to be taken here, which will entail adding hops and potentially other 

ingredients to the wort at specified times.  

NB In general terms, hops added at the start of the boil contribute bitterness to the beer, hops added 10 
minutes from the end contribute hop aroma, whilst hops added at or after the end of the boil contribute 
hop flavour.  You can use this knowledge to modify our beers to suit your particular tastes using exactly 
the same set of ingredients.  We would suggest you brew at least once as we recommend before you 
start modifying.  

❸ Boil Schedule Notes: 
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Cooling 
 
Method 

1. The temperature of the wort needs to fall below 30°C before commencing the Fermentation (Phase 

Two) ... a range of between 17°C and 21°C is ideal 

2. Carefully move the brewing-vessel to somewhere it can be left undisturbed to cool for at least a further 

12 hours (you can leave it for longer but try to start the next phase within 24 hours) – be careful, it will 

still contain a large volume of thick scalding liquid!   

The kitchen will normally be a suitable location to leave the brewing-vessel to cool to the suggested wort 

temperature. 

 

Phase Two - Fermentation  

Equipment required: 

Fermenting-bucket and lid   Tub of sanitiser 

Brew-bag     Sponge 

Slotted spoon     Cloth 

Airlock      Jug 

Grommet     Packet of yeast 

 

Preparation 

a. Consult ❹ for any additional steps that should be taken here.  NB there may not be any. 

 

b. Make up two litres of sanitising solution by mixing 2 litres of warm water with one level 

teaspoon of sanitising powder.  

c. Put the sanitising solution, slotted spoon, airlock, grommet, brew-bag, jug, cloth and sponge 

into the clean fermenting-bucket.  Secure the lid on to the fermenting-bucket and shake the 

bucket vigorously to sanitise all the contents (cover the little hole with your thumb). 

d. Clean your hands in the sanitising solution. 

e. Drain off the sanitising solution, keeping it in a container for later. 

f. Rinse all items in tap water and place them in a sanitised jug, also rinse the fermenting-bucket. 
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Method 

1. Place the brew-bag inside the fermenting-bucket and pull the drawstring tight around the outside its 

rim. 

2. Carefully pour half the liquid from the 

brewing-vessel through the brew-bag 

into the fermenting-bucket.  

3. Remove the brew-bag from the 

fermenting-bucket and hang it over the 

pan so the any drips fall back into the 

pan. 

4. Refer to ❺ for instructions on adding 

the yeast to the wort. 

5. Use the slotted spoon to aerate the wort in the fermenting-bucket by vigorously stirring it for two 

minutes – your aim is to create a good head of froth on the surface of the liquid.  Aeration is crucial for 

the yeast’s initial reproduction. 

6. Replace the brew-bag into the fermenting-bucket so that it hangs into the wort, and pull the drawstring 

tight around the outside of its rim.  

7. Slowly pour the remainder of the wort through the brew-bag into the fermenting-bucket – as you reach 

the bottom of the brewing-vessel you will see settled hops and congealed cold break proteins; pour 

slowly so as to leave as much of the solid content in the brewing-vessel as possible.  It is worth 

sacrificing a pint of beer here for the sake of clearer beer later. 

8. Remove the brew-bag from the fermenting bucket and gently ‘tip’ the contents from side to side until 

all the beer has dripped into the bucket whilst leaving any solids in the brew-bag. 

(The contents of both the brew-bag and the brewing-vessel obviously need to be disposed of when you next 

get a chance to do so.  Don't forget to wash them out then as it's much more difficult to clean them when 

the liquid has dried!) 

9. Place the grommet and airlock into the lid and the lid onto the fermenting-bucket.  Pour a 

little sanitising solution into the air-lock (see image). 

10. Refer to ❻ for advice on where site and and how to prepare the fermenting-bucket for 

fermentation.  
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11. Leave to ferment for 2 weeks. 

12. Within two or three days you should see bubbles passing through the airlock (if you don’t, contact Ed 

for advice – craftalekits@gmail.com).  

13. The fermenting-bucket should generally remain covered to prevent ingress of dust which can kill the 

process and or spoil the beer. 

14. If you are anxious to check on progress, here is what you might see if you lift the lid.  During the first 48 

hours your 'brew' should be making a heap of bubbles - the surface of these will rise up above the 

liquid.  Subsequently this will 'settle-down' - it will look like beer with a thin layer of residue, dead yeast 

particles etc floating on the surface. 

 

Phase Three - Bottling & Conditioning  

After 2 weeks your wort will have become beer and will be ready to bottle. 

Method, Prep, etc 

1. Prepare 2 litres of sanitising solution by mixing 2 litres of warm water with one level teaspoon of 

sanitising powder.  

2. Sanitise your bottles, your syphon assembly, and your brewing-vessel.  

3. Rinse everything thoroughly and place all items to hand in a sanitised jug or on a on a fresh clean tea 

towel. 

4. Retain some sanitising solution. 

5. Put 1L of boiling water in your brewing vessel. Dissolve your brewing sugar in this. Bring back to the 

boil.  Place the lid on the brewing-vessel and simmer for a couple of minutes.   

6. Turn off the heat and with the lid still on the brewing-vessel and leave it to cool for at least half an 

hour. 

7. Checking that it is sufficiently cool not to mark the floor, place the brewing-vessel on the floor. 

8. Take the lid off the fermenting-bucket, and use a clean sanitised jug to slowly add (avoiding disturbing 

the yeast sediment) any cold fresh tap water required to bring the volume of beer up to 8.5L (as per the 

scale on the side of the fermenting-bucket). 

9. In one smooth and gentle movement pour your beer from the fermenting-bucket into the brewing-

vessel. Try to minimise aeration of the beer and not to pour any of the settled yeast into the brewing-

vessel. 

10. Lift the brewing-vessel up onto a raised surface (kitchen work surface or table) so that it sits around 2ft 

above where you will hold the bottles for filling. 

11. Put the lid on the brewing-vessel and leave it alone for half an hour to allow the sugar solution to 

completely mix with the beer.  Alternatively, you can stir the beer gently (without aerating it) using a 

sanitised utensil. 

  

mailto:craftalekits@gmail.com
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12. Prepare the syphon assembly (see picture).  NB our syphon assembly is telescopic, which is great if you 

ever need to use it in a fermenting bucket larger than those we supply with our standard kits, however 

we have found that the extra telescoping part gets in the way when used with this kit. We therefore 

advise you to remove the telescoping part from the syphon - it simply slides off the main tube.  

 

Syphon before removing part Syphon after removing part  

 

 

13. Next remove the brewing-vessel lid and hang the bent part of the main hard syphon tube over the edge 

of the pan (to prevent the syphon moving around the rim of the pan during bottling - the flexible red 

tube can be threaded through the handle of the pan).   

14. Open the tubing clamp and suck the end of the tubing until you get a mouthful of beer, clamp the tube 

shut.  Taste the beer!  Wipe the end of the tube with a piece of kitchen towel dipped in sanitising 

solution.  

15. Syphon the beer into bottles by releasing 

the tubing clamp and filling to around 

1.5cm or ¾” from the top (at the very 

least to the bottom of the neck), closing 

the tube clamp to after each bottle.  

16. Cap the bottles. 

17. Store in a room at approximately 20°C for 

2 weeks and then move to a cooler place 

for at least 1 week 

 

Enjoy Your Beer 

 Ensure your beer is cool before serving – how much is up to you.  Pour slowly and steadily into a 

glass or jug, being sure to retain any sediment in to the bottle. 

NB if splitting a bottle between two or more glasses, and if you prefer clear beer, it is a good idea to 

smoothly pour it into a jug first - this helps prevent disturbing any sediment. 

 Drink and enjoy - NB flavours will change & develop over time, try not to drink them all at once! 

 Refer to ❼ for the recommended serving temperature.  
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Appendix 

Your kit will contain: 
 

Equipment 

 A 14L stainless steel brew pan and lid (always referred to as the brewing-vessel) 

 A 12.5 litre white plastic bucket and lid (always referred to as the fermenting-bucket)  

 An airlock and grommet 

 A fine mesh drawstring brew bag (always referred to as the brew-bag) 

 A glass thermometer 

 A syphon assembly 

 A tub of sanitizer 

 Two wool insulating blankets - one short, one long 

 One wooden clothes peg 

 One rubber band 

 One cloth and one scrubber (keep these for brewing purposes only – and use the scrubber only on 

the metal pan, the fermenting bucket should be cleaned gently with the cloth to avoid any 

scratches) 

 NB: The kit will be supplied in a cardboard box - do not throw this away – you will require it later 

 A pair of thick rubber gloves  

 A cork tile – for insulating the bottom of the pan during the mash 

 

Ingredients 

 A bag of mixed malted grains 

 Packet(s) of hops & other ingredients 

 A packet of yeast 

 A packet of brewing sugar 

 A packet of Irish Moss (not included in dark beers) 

 

 


